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‘Open Science and Open Innovation’

ITOC Workshop - 26th September 2019

Confirmed speakers include:

Yasushi OGASAKA - JST

Yasushi Ogasaka is Director of Department for Information Infrastructure at Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST), where he is responsible for information services such as open-access journal platform (J-STAGE) and researcher database (researchmap). He is also responsible for development and implementation of policy on open access to funded research article and data. Yasushi Ogasaka joined JST in 2009. He has been working on the management of several public funding programs such as Strategic Basic Sciences Programs (ERATO, CREST, PRESTO), Technology Transfer Program and Special Program for Regenerative medicine using iPS cells, before he was appointed to the present position in 2015. Before joining JST, Yasushi Ogasaka was Assistant Professor of Nagoya University, Japan. His research area was high energy astrophysics, in particular investigation of the origin of the Cosmic X-ray Background Radiation and development of X-ray telescopes. Prior to his academic career, he graduated from Gakushuin University, Tokyo Japan and received PhD. in physics in 1996.

J-STAGE: https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/browse
researchmap: http://researchmap.jp/
JST Open Science Policy: http://www.jst.go.jp/EN/about/openscience/index.html

‘Footsteps and landscape of Open Science policy implementation in Japan’

The concepts and benefits of open science have been widely recognized today. However, the additional efforts by the stakeholders including funding agencies are necessary to make open science more practical. The open science promotion in Japan was triggered by a report published in 2014 by an expert group established by the Council for Science, Technology and Innovation (CSTI) of the Cabinet Office, titled “Promoting Open Science in Japan -Opening up a new era for the advancement of Science.” Since then, the descriptions about the promotion of open science were reflected or added onto various policy documents, such as the Basic Science and Technology Plan, so-called “basic plan” and “Integrated Innovation Strategy”. As a result, national funding agencies including JST have successively implemented policies, which mandate or recommend Open Access to funded articles, creating Data Management Plans, and sharing of research data. In this talk, the footsteps and landscape of Open Science policy implementation at both governmental and funder level are presented.